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The Burning Question

In Tony Morganelli verses Sandstone Insurance Company Tony Morganelli, the
owner of Big Tony’s has been accused of committing arson at his very own
establishment. Sandstone Insurance Company is accusing Mr. Morganelli of committing
arson to collect two million dollars in insurance claim. Tony Morganelli’s alleges that a
robber broke into his restaurant and caused the fire. The plaintiff’s key witnesses in this
case are Tony Morganelli; Pat Murphy, lead fire investigator; and Chase Clarkson,
Senior loan officer at TK Bank. The witnesses for the defense are Alex Ross, fire
investigator; Drew Bridges, Claims manager of Sandstone Insurance Company; and
Peyton Willis, employee of Big Tony’s.

On the night of August 14, 2007 Tony alleges that a robber caused his restaurant
to burn down. The robber, a figure dressed in black, demanded money from the register
and in a struggle to run the robber out of his establishment alcohol bottles and a candle
were knocked over. After Tony ran from the building he turned around and saw his life’s
work going up in flames. When Big Tony’s employee, Peyton Willis, arrived on the
scene, she notified police of the fire. Tony had failed to inform authorities in light of his
emotional and mental state of shock. When fire investigator Pat Murphy came to the
scene of the fire he was unable to interview Tony Morganelli until the next day.

The following day along with interviewing Mr. Morganelli he also conducted a
char depth analysis to determine the origin of the fire and the incendiary device. Based
on his findings the fire was not a case of arson but a mere accident caused by a candle
and a couple of bottles of alcohol. Chase Clarkson of TK Bank also determined that
based on Tony’s finances he had no reason to burn down his business.

Alex Ross testified for the defense as another fire investigator. In her
investigation she used Pat Murphy’s report in which she found many errors. Murphy
failed to interview Tony the night of the crime giving him ample time to fabricate his
story. Also, motives behind the crime were not investigated and only one test was used
at the site of the crime. In addition to these findings, Ross noticed that Tony’s story had
inconsistencies. In Tony’s interview he stated that the building went up in flames
immediately yet the supposed incendiary device, alcohol, burns very slowly. The second
witness for the defense was Drew Bridges, the claims manager at Sandstone Insurance
Company that handled Tony’s insurance policy. After initially approving Tony’s claim,
Bridges was informed that Tony’s finances may have been motive for arson and later
denied his claim. According to Bridges, Tony violated his contract on three accounts by
neglecting to use all means to save his property, intentional loss, and denying
Sandstone the right to investigate the damaged property which was demolished shortly
after. The last witness for the defense was Peyton Willis. Although Peyton Willis was
considered as one of Tony’s most trusted employees she is testifying against Tony.

During her time at Tony’s she observed how Mr. Morganelli drastically changed
his lifestyle when the business started bringing in more customers after relocating.
Since the relocation, the business had diminished due to the textile mill closing just as
TK Bank put more pressure on Tony to repay his loans. Peyton saw this as motive for
Tony to do the unthinkable and burn down his father’s legacy and his only source of
income.

Sandstone stands by their decision not to compensate Tony for his irresponsible
and questionable behavior. From their perspective Tony is using the local robberies in
town as alibi to distract from his financial motives. Mr. Morganelli has two longtime
friends testifying in his favor. He was not able to describe the robber and he failed to call
911. In addition he could not clarify what started the fire until the next day. Tony is
determined to see his father’s legacy and his business rebuilt. He saw his business
improving and sees Sandstone as a money hungry company attempting to avoid losing
two million dollars. Is this a trial of arson or Wall Street verses Main Street? Will
Sandstone pay two million dollars in insurance claims or will Tony Morganelli lose out
on the opportunity to rebuild his entire life? Will the Morganelli family legacy prevail or
will it cease to exist? The verdict will soon be determined.

